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Nuffield International Farming Scholars is a unique 
global network of farmers that focuses on:

• Personal capacity building
• Excellence in agricultural production, 

distribution and management
• Local, national and global thought leadership

Founded in the United Kingdom in the aftermath 
of World War II, the Nuffield Farming Scholars 
program began as a thank you to the producers 
who continued to feed a challenged nation. 

A leading entrepreneur and philanthropist, Lord 
Nuffield (William Morris), believed that travel and 
experiential learning was the best way to build 
one’s own capacity and find the emerging best 
practices to spur a business, community, industry 
and nation.

Lord Nuffield himself benefitted from this type 
of global entrepreneurship when he travelled to 
the United States to learn more about how Henry 
Ford was creating automobiles. This exploration 

GROWING THE 
WORLD’S MOST 
CRITICAL RESOURCE 
— HUMAN CAPACITY
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and the innovation he discovered allowed him 
to branch out from building bicycles to creating 
Morris Motors, the automobile company that 
developed and sold the Morris Cowley, Morris 
Minor, and others.

After watching the devastating effects of WWII on 
his home country in the form of enemy bombs and 
debilitating farm policy, Lord Nuffield used part 
of his wealth to create the Nuffield Foundation,  
initiating the Nuffield Farming Scholars Program 
in 1947. 

From the original three Nuffield Scholars who left 
England to travel in 1947, there are currently seven 
member nations and 1600 scholars worldwide.

NUFFIELD INTERNATIONAL FARMING SCHOLARS — UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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A VISION GROWS  
— THE FORMATION OF THE 
NUFFIELD INTERNATIONAL 
FARMING SCHOLARSHIP

INTERNATIONAL

In 2005 the executives of the Nuffield Farming 
Scholars program in each member nation 
created a once annual forum where all the 
current year’s Nuffield Scholars from around the 
world could gather to exchange ideas, build their 
own global network and explore the agricultural 
issues and opportunities of the conference’s 
host nation. The Contemporary Scholars 
Conference (CSC) is now  a major pillar in the 
Nuffield experience – and it led to the growing 
globalization of the Nuffield program.

Each year, farmers and agriculturalists from 
non-member developed and emerging nations 
are invited to participate as Nuffield delegates. 
These countries include the United States, Brazil, 
China, India, Mozambique and others.

In 2014, the Nuffield International board voted to 
create the Nuffield International Scholarship, a 
venture allowing individuals from non-Nuffield 
members nations to participate in the full 
Nuffield experience, being deemed a Nuffield 
Scholar and receiving all of the benefits of 
membership of this extensive 
agricultural organization. 

In 2015, the first Nuffield 
International Scholar, 
Cecilia Fialho, was selected 
with funding from TIAA-
CREF Global Agriculture, 
and managed by Nuffield 
International.

Cecilia Fialho
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NUFFIELD 
INTERNATIONAL VISION

Nuffield International inspires  
people to make a difference in the 
world of agriculture. 
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Nuffield International Mission

To nurture the values of Nuffield 
International, providing a global 
framework for the cooperation 
and development of members and 
associates.

We believe that:

• Agriculture is the foundation of a 
stable society.

• In order for agriculture to be 
dynamic, remain competitive and 
serve society, we need leadership 
and expertise. 

• The outcome of agricultural 
leadership leads to a stable, safe and 
productive society.

Nuffield International Objectives

• Nurture the Nuffield heritage and build  
on the legacy.

• Promote, develop and inspire leadership.
• Provide a model for existing and future countries.
• Influence global agriculture and build  

global reach.
• Challenge thinking and ensure the  

transfer of knowledge and ideas. 
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For decades the United States of America has 
had some level of connection to the Nuffield 
program. The vast majority of Nuffield Scholars 
have visited the U.S. at some point during their 
year of travel and exploration, and each year up 
to four individual states in the U.S. host Nuffield 
Scholars traveling on their seven week Global 
Focus Program (GFP). 

Several alums of the Eisenhower Fellowship 
program based in the United States have 
participated in the Nuffield CSC following their 
travel as part of the Eisenhower program, 
however until the creation of the Nuffield 
International Scholarship in 2014 there was no 
way for U.S. farmers and agriculturalists to be 
fully vested Nuffield Scholars.

CONNECTING  
THE UNITED 
STATES TO A 
LEADING GLOBAL 
INITIATIVE

 New global opportunity for the next 
generation of U.S. farmers and Ag 
Professionals

• 2010 CSC hosted in Pennsylvania and 
Washington, DC

• 2012 Nuffield invites first formal U.S.  
delegate to attend the CSC in Netherlands/UK

• 2014 Nuffield International Farming 
scholarship created, opening the way for 
future Nuffield Scholars

• 2016 Nuffield Farming Scholars USA, Inc. 
organized and formally incorporated

• 2017 First Nuffield Scholar from the U.S. is 
funded and selected

• 2018 Two Nuffield Scholars from the U.S. are 
funded and selected

With the creation of the Nuffield International 
Scholarship, Americans can now apply to 
participate in Nuffield events. In addition, U.S. 
agribusinesses and allied industry organizations 
are able to invest in the Nuffield International 
program, providing the support for Nuffield 
USA Scholars to go abroad. Through this travel, 
Nuffield Scholars will gather new insights and 
best practices, applying them to grow their 
business, support their communities and spur a 
broader global understanding of the challenges 
and opportunities of feeding nine billion people. 

INTERNATIONAL
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GROWING LEADERS 
BEYOND THE FARM
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Agriculture is an ever-changing industry, sitting at 
the intersection of science and civics here in the 
United States and around the world. Producers 
and agriculturalists work every day to utilize local 
resources to run productive, profitable operations 
that will provide food, fiber and fuel to sustain 
communities at home and abroad for generations 
to come. 

The Nuffield International Farming Scholars 
program provides a life-changing opportunity for 
farmers and agriculturalists to gain first-hand 
knowledge from global experts, bringing home 
new ideas and a new ability to engage as not just 
technical experts, but national thought leaders.

Nuffield Scholars are proficient, committed 
agriculturalists who believe in the future of 
agriculture and are willing to engage globally 
to surface and share new ways to manage our 
resources, support developing nations and 
emerging markets, and better understand the 
global dynamics of agriculture.

By leaving home for weeks at a time, Nuffield 
Scholars become better managers of their 
operations, more informed about their markets 
and better connected to customers and suppliers 
at all stages of the industry.

Each Nuffield Scholar has their own individual 
study topic to explore during their year of travel. 
These findings can range from enhanced production 
practices at home (farm and country) to new 
opportunities for growth, leadership and marketing.

EXPANDING THE REACH OF 
AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION
Investing in a Nuffield Scholar is just the starting 
point of bringing global insight back to the United 
States. Investors for the Nuffield International 
Scholarship have the opportunity to:

• have real-time access to Scholar learnings
• create brand/industry advocates at the farm level
• direct their financial support to a specific 

industry sector or geographic region
• help national, state and local organizations 

benefit from first-hand findings of U.S.  
Nuffield Scholars.

In addition, U.S. participation in the Nuffield 
International Farming Scholars program puts 
U.S. farmers on equal footing with their peers 
worldwide, giving them access to more than 1600 
leading farmers worldwide to further their own 
travel, help connect their neighbors or fellow 
agricultural leaders, or hosting farmers and 
Nuffield Scholars from around the world.

Through the Scholars’ study topics, investors have 
access to new practices and paradigms in agricul-
ture, from innovative intellectual property to new 
global partnerships for production or processing.

Whether by bringing Nuffield Scholars in to present 
to organizational, state or national meetings or 
promoting their travels and findings locally and 
nationally, investment in a Nuffield International 
Scholarship puts organizations on the leading edge 
of knowledge transfer, and builds the capacity of 
not just the individual Nuffield Scholar, but the 
entire agricultural sector they serve.
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The timing of these travels are:

• Announcement/briefing in late February,  
early March

• Attend the eight day Nuffield Contemporary 
Scholars Conference (CSC) in March (locations 
shift around the world each year)

• Participate in a six week Global Focus Program 
(GFP) experience with other Scholars from 
various countries. This small group travel 
typically covers six to eight countries, including a 
stop in the U.S.

• Individual travels to explore selected study topic.

INTERNATIONAL

NUFFIELD INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
ARE AVAILABLE (AS FUNDING ALLOWS) FOR 
WOMEN AND MEN WHO ARE:

• U. S. residents between 28–40 years of age 
(applications outside this age range will be considered)

• Engaged in farming (including aquaculture, 
fishing, specialty crops and conservation) or  
a related industry

• Intend to remain involved in agriculture and its 
allied industries in the United States of America.

If selected, Nuffield USA Scholars will travel abroad 
for up to 16 weeks throughout the year of their 
Scholarship. 

Nuffield Scholars present written reports on their 
individual study topic after completing their tour, and 
make verbal presentations about their topic in the 18 
to 24 months following its completion.

The funding to travel and explore as a Nuffield 
Scholar comes from investors who are actively 
interested in helping support and shape the future of 
U.S. agriculture.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
NUFFIELD INTERNATIONAL 
FARMING SCHOLARS IN THE U.S.
Please feel free to contact any  
Nuffield Board Member listed  
on the back page or the one  
nearest to you. 

www.nuffieldinternational.org

NUFFIELD INTERNATIONAL FARMING SCHOLARS — UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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INTERNATIONAL

www.nuffieldinternational.org 

NUFFIELD USA
BOARD OF DIRECTORS & OFFICERS

PRESIDENT 

ED KEE 

18890 Johnson Road 
Lincoln, DE  19960  USA

Kee@udel.edu

302-222-0283 (cell) 
302-422-9010

DIRECTOR

BART RUTH

RR1 Box 27A,  
Rising City, NE  68658  USA

Bartruth01@gmail.com

402-641-6692 (cell) 
402-542-2181 (office)

DIRECTOR

KELVIN MEADOWS

1603 Bingham Road 
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan   
S6H793  CANADA

shelley.kelvin@gmail.com

306-631-0676

VICE-PRESIDENT

JEAN P. LONIE

175 Governors Park Road 
Bellefonte, PA  16823  USA

Jpl21@psu.edu

215-806-4805 (cell) 
814-863-3942 (office)

SECRETARY-TREASURER

JIM GELTCH

P.O. Box 586 
Moama, New South Wales,  
AUSTRALIA  2731

Jimgeltch@nuffield.com.au

+61 412 696 076

DIRECTOR

KYLE AMOS

501 Graham Road 
College Station, TX  77845  USA

Kamos@highfieldfas.com

806-316-5055

2018


